Micro-spot-welding of copper sheets with an IR vortex beam
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Copper welding with an infrared (IR) Gaussian laser beam usually shows obvious instability, spatters, and worse surface morphology due to the Gaussian distribution, temperature-dependent IR absorption, and high thermal conductivity in copper. In this paper, the IR quasi-continuous-wave Gaussian beam was converted into a vortex ring beam with a phase-plate and then applied to the micro-spot-welding of copper sheets. The welding with the vortex beam demonstrated a significantly improved welding performance, smoother surface morphology, and higher welding stability. Besides, no spatters appeared in the welding process.
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1. Introduction

Pure copper (Cu) is widely applied in electronic applications as metallic conductors and even packaging materials due to its excellent electrical conductivity. The lithium battery is a key component in consumer electronics and battery-charged electric vehicles, where cells usually form modules and then a battery pack. The joining process is indispensable to offer a robust connection, and thus the Cu welding process is one of the key processes in battery production. Currently, laser micro-welding has already been one of the main means for Cu joining [1]. However, due to the absorption characteristics of Cu and the variation of absorption coefficient with temperature and phase, there still are some problems to be solved to improve the quality of laser micro-welding of Cu.

The infrared (IR) fiber laser with the wavelength of 1 μm is a kind of cost-effective laser that can perfectly complete the welding of most ferrous metals. However, there are still difficulties in welding non-ferrous metals such as Cu. Firstly, the absorption coefficient of Cu at 1 μm is as low as only about 4% at room temperature but increases obviously with the increase of temperature. When it changes from solid to liquid phases, the absorption coefficient reaches about 11%–16%, which is almost 3–4 times that at room temperature [2]. In the constant power IR laser welding of Cu, the energy absorption increases rapidly with the increase of temperature, and the welding spot quickly rushes to the boiling point after melting to form a “keyhole,” resulting in spatters. There is a distinct temperature difference between the edge and the central part of the Gaussian beam spot due to the beam distribution, and the temperature difference is further aggravated by both the temperature-dependent absorptivity and the Gaussian distribution, which can lead to a center penetration but no welding at the edge, resulting in poor welding quality or even welding failure. To improve the welding quality, many methods have been studied such as wobbling welding [3], laser pro-structured surface [4,5], Cu-based nano-composite absorber [6], laser power modulation [7], and welding in vacuum [8,9]. On the other hand, the absorption of Cu also shows a strong wavelength dependence [2], so the green laser (wavelength 532 nm, absorption coefficient of 40% at room temperature) [10–12] and blue semiconductor laser (wavelength 450 nm, absorption coefficient of 67% at room temperature) [13] have been applied to Cu welding, and improved results were obtained. However, the cost of both green and blue lasers is still very high. Therefore, high quality micro-welding of pure Cu based on IR fiber lasers is still a direction of great attraction for industrial applications.

The vortex beam exhibits a powerful ability to rearrange the beam intensity distribution, and it can be generated by inserting designed phase-plates. In industry, it has great application
prospects for information coding, communication, and micro-operation\textsuperscript{14}. In this paper, the micro-spot-welding of Cu sheets based on a commercial quasi-continuous-wave (QCW) fiber laser is focusing. A Gaussian laser beam is converted into a vortex beam by a phase-plate to form a focused ring laser beam and then employed to weld two overlapped Cu sheets. The results show that the ring-shaped vortex beam welding exhibited a distinguished modification with much better welding quality compared to that with Gaussian beam welding.

2. Experiments

It is known that the electric field $E$ of a vortex beam can be expressed as a simple form\textsuperscript{15},

$$E(r, \theta, z, t) = U(r, z_0, t) \exp(il\phi) \exp(-ikz), \quad (1)$$

where $U$ is the electric field amplitude at $z_0$, $r$ is radius, $k$ is the wave vector, $l$ is the topological charge, and $\phi$ is the azimuthal angle. When $U$ is a Gaussian distribution, the intensity distribution of such a vortex beam at the focus plane is no longer Gaussian but rings. In our experiment, the ring-formed beam was obtained from a Gaussian beam by inserting a phase-plate with $l = 1$, and the far-field intensity distribution is shown in Fig. 1.

The schematic diagram of the micro-welding of Cu sheets with the vortex beam is shown in Fig. 2. The laser used in the experiment is a QCW fiber laser model YLM-150/1500-QCW-MM-AC-Y12 by IPG Photonics Corporation. It works in pulse mode with the maximal peak power of 1500 W and maximal energy of 15 J. A Gaussian beam from the fiber laser is collimated and then focused on the surface of the two overlapped Cu sheets. A phase-plate of $l = 1$ is inserted into the collimated beam between the collimating lens and the focusing lens to convert the Gaussian beam into a vortex beam.

To compare the welding performance with the vortex and the Gaussian beams, the Gaussian beam can be converted into the vortex beam and vice versa by inserting the phase-plate into and out of the light path, and then it is used to spot weld a Cu sheet with the thickness of 100 $\mu$m onto another Cu sheet with the thickness of 250 $\mu$m. The focus length of the focusing lens is 150 mm. The diameter of the Gaussian beam at the focus plane is around 250 $\mu$m, and that of the vortex beam is about 320 $\mu$m. Four spots were welded to form a square-like pattern with the spot pitch of 1 mm for each sample.

In the experiment, the pulse profile is edited as a trapezoid instead of rectangle, and the rising and falling edges of the pulse are about 1 ms, as shown in Fig. 3. The rising edge of the pulse is to preheat the surface of the Cu sheet to increase the absorption, and then the welding starts and keeps the laser power unchanged for several milliseconds. After that, the laser power is controlled to drop to zero in a millisecond to give the molten pool enough time to flow, which is helpful to expel bubbles from the molten pool and form a smoother welded surface.

The joining tension was measured with a tension tensile testing machine NK-100/HSV-500. The upper and lower Cu sheets are clamped from left and right, respectively, and tension is applied. The failure tension is recorded as the joint tension.

---

**Fig. 1.** (a) Simulated far-field intensity distribution and (b) photo of the beam far-field distribution at $z = 10$ m of the vortex beam.

**Fig. 2.** Setup of the micro-welding of Cu sheets with the ring-shaped vortex beam.

**Fig. 3.** Trapezoid laser pulse profile.
3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Surface quality

An important indicator of welding quality is the surface quality, including the surface appearance and spatters. In the experiment, the laser peak power is 800 W and 1150 W for the Gaussian and the vortex beams, respectively. Figure 4 shows the pictures of the weld surfaces at four different welding phases with both the Gaussian and vortex beams, and the laser pulse width for each phase used in the experiment is listed under each picture. In the vortex beam welding, only the top Cu sheet is molten at the laser pulse width of 10.5 ms, and no welding happens, which is named “no-welded” here. When the pulse width is increased to 11.5 ms and thus the pulse energy to about 14.4 J, a small portion of the lower sheet melts due to heat conduction, forming a weak connection or “weak-welded.” Further increasing the pulse width to 12.5 ms and the pulse energy to about 15.5 J, an obvious molten pool is formed in the lower Cu sheet, but it is not welded through, and the joint exhibits a large tension or “good-welded.” When the pulse width is increased to 14.5 ms and the energy to about 17.8 J, the penetration or weld-through of the lower Cu sheet happens, which is defined as “over-welded.”

The Gaussian beam welding exhibited an obvious instability, as shown in pictures in the upper row in Fig. 4(a). In each Cu sheet welding, the laser pulse parameters of the four welding pots are the same with a measured instability of less than ±1%, but welding effects are obviously different. At least two differences can be observed in the picture: the melting spot size and the spatter, as shown in the upper left two pictures in Fig. 4(a). As mentioned above, the temperature at the central part increases faster and faster due to the Gaussian distribution and the temperature-dependent absorption, the Cu melts and then boils quickly to form a “key-hole,” and then the absorption reaches almost 100% in the key-hole, which causes strong ejection. Moreover, the initial absorption is susceptible to accidental factors on the Cu surface such as oxidation, contamination, and material detects, which are amplified by the positive-feedback mechanism between the absorption and the temperature, which leads to different welding sizes and spatters. Thus, poor surface morphology, splash, and instability often occur in the Gaussian beam welding of Cu.

On the contrary, the vortex beam welding shows a much better welding surface quality and consistency of the welding spots. As shown in the lower row in Fig. 4(a), all four welding spots of each sample have a smoother surface, approximately with the same welding spot size, almost no spatter is generated, and the “good-welded” spots are shown more clearly in Fig. 4(b). The vortex beam has a ring-shaped intensity distribution, and the peak intensity in the ring is much smaller than that in the Gaussian distribution, as shown in Fig. 1. It is easy to calculate that the peak intensity of the Gaussian beam is about 3.5 times that of the vortex beam in these experiments, and the temperature in the vortex beam welding area tends to have a much smoother distribution than that of the Gaussian beam welding. It works mainly in so-called heat-conduction welding mode with the inherent advantage of much better welding quality: the energy density and thus the peak temperature in the laser spot area are not high enough to open a “key-hole,” the metal is mainly melted rather than vaporized, and there is no violent liquid and gas flow, so there is a smooth welding surface and almost no spatters. However, when the pulse width is as high as 14.5 ms and the pulse energy up to 17.8 J, the penetration welding mode starts, the lower sheet is welded through (over-welded), and obvious splashing happens, as shown in the last picture of the lower row in Fig. 4(a).

The surface morphology of the typical “good-welded” samples welded by the Gaussian and the vortex beams was measured with a laser microscopic measurement system, VK-X100, from KEYENCE. Violent ejections happen, resulting in large spatters and a rugged weld surface in the Gaussian beam welding, which is a typical surface feature of key-hole welding, as shown in Fig. 5(a). But, in the vortex beam welding, a much smoother weld surface was obtained without observable spatters, as shown in Fig. 5(b), which also illustrates that the welding works mainly in heat-conduction welding mode.

3.2. Welding pool

The shapes of the weld pools for both the Gaussian and the vortex beams welding were checked, and the cross sections of the typical “good-welded” pools are shown in Fig. 6. For the Gaussian beam welding, the depth-width ratio of the molten
pool is almost of two, as shown in Fig. 6(a), which is a typical characteristic of "key-hole welding" \[1,3\]. It is difficult to exactly control the welding depth, and the thin sheets are easily penetrated during welding. For vortex beam welding, the pool exhibits a triangle-like or half-circle-like shape with a typical depth-width ratio of less than one, as shown in Fig. 6(b), which indicates that the vortex beam welding works in the region of the heat-conduction welding mode with the inherent advantage of good welding quality \[1,3\].

3.3. Joining tension

In many applications, the joint tension is one of the most important indicators for welding quality. To find the optimal welding parameters, the tensions between the welded Cu sheets were measured at different fluence of defocusing, peak power, and pulse width.

Figure 7(a) shows the measured results of the tensions welded with the Gaussian and the vortex beams at different peak powers at the pulse widths of 6.5 ms and 12.5 ms, respectively. When the pulse power reaches 700 W and 1050 W with the pulse energy of 4.6 J and 13.1 J, respectively, the Gaussian and the vortex beams realize a weak-welding phase. Considering the welding-spot sizes of about 250 \(\mu\)m and 350 \(\mu\)m for the Gaussian and vortex beams, the corresponding energy densities are 9.4 kJ/cm\(^2\) and 13.6 kJ/cm\(^2\), respectively. It means that relatively lower energy...
density is required to start welding with the Gaussian beam. The optimal peak power for the Gaussian and the vortex beam welding is 800 W and 1150 W, so the optimal energy density is 10.6 kJ/cm² and 15.0 kJ/cm², respectively. The optimal energy density of the Gaussian beam is also lower than that of the vortex beam. In the Gaussian beam welding, the temperature in the center is much higher due to the intensity distribution and the temperature-dependent absorptivity, which leads to a lower average energy density to open a key-hole, and then the absorption inside of the key-hole reaches almost 100%. However, such an energy-density level only allows the vortex beam to work in the heat-conduction welding mode due to the relatively lower peak intensity in the ring-shaped distribution. Figure 7(b) shows the measurement results of the joining tensions with varying pulse widths at the laser peak powers of 800 W and 1150 W for the Gaussian and the vortex beams, respectively, and the optimal pulse widths are confirmed to be 6.5 ms and 12.5 ms, respectively. Besides, it is also found that the best welding is at the focal plane, as shown in Fig. 7(c), and both positive defocus and negative defocus lead to a decrease in tension, which should be attributed to a decrease in energy density.

It is also noticed that the largest tension of the vortex beam welding is about 50 N in the experiments, almost twice that of the Gaussian beam welding, which is only 24 N, as shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(c). The ratio of the tension is 2.08, roughly the same as the ratio of the welding-spot area, which is about 1.96.

4. Conclusions

IR laser welding of Cu sheets was described, and the laser spot-welding effect of Cu sheets with the IR Gaussian and the vortex beams was discussed. The results showed that the Gaussian beam welding works in a key-hole mode with obvious splashes and poor surface quality, while the vortex beam welding works in a heat-conduction mode with a much smoother weld surface, stronger joining, and almost no observable splash. The IR vortex beam exhibited much better welding stability and welding quality for the micro-spot-welding of Cu sheets, which has potential applications in Cu welding, etc.
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